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2) If you purchased your software online, it is
important to make sure that you never enter the
wrong order. Typically, you will receive an email from
Adobe saying that your order is verified and that you
will get your software after finishing payment. As soon
as you receive it, you need to go to the official website
of Adobe and log in to your account on there. Then,
you will see the list of your products on the bottom left
of the page. If you couldnt find it there, you need to go
back to the store which you bought it from and ask for
help. If there is no one available, contact the general
customer support number of the store. There are
several reasons why Adobe does not mail out codes.
You may have stopped emailing. Or for whatever
reason, the administrator of the download site or
torrent did not renew your email so you never
received any validation codes. Adobe could send you
validation codes immediately after you buy it. There is
no rule on when the codes will be mailed. Therefore,
you must be alert and continue to request your codes
even if you are never getting them. You may have to
call the customer care of the organisation. Once you
have found your codes, let us proceed. The process is
simple. Adobes programs are encoded with a
combination of codes and numbers. Your product is
ready and waiting for you to validate it. To validate it
you need to first enter the code and the number. A
validation code is the code and the serial number is
the number. Once both the codes and the numbers
are entered, you will be prompted to follow the on
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screen instructions to activate the product. The
meaning of the numbers and the numbers is in the box
below.
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